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Abstract

Gender violence is one of the most serious and widespread problems in our society. In dangerous cases,
the use of special devices for GPS tracing is recommended in some countries. However, these devices
are used only in extreme cases and have many drawbacks. This work describes a new system to combat
gender violence that tries to improve the existing system. It combines different location schemes based
on distinct technologies to determine the distance between victim and aggressor. Besides, the application
is enriched with a fuzzy-logic-based approach as a way to avoid false alarms. If an offender gets close
to a victim, even if the established set distance has not been broken yet, the victim is warned thanks
to the application. Moreover, if the fuzzy logic based approach confirms that the pre-set distance has
been broken, an automatic streaming of a real-time video starts to be sent to the police, and some stored
contacts are warned so that they can try to protect the victim until the police arrive. A beta-version has
been implemented and the obtained results are promising.
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1. Introduction

Nowadays, one of the most difficult problems affect-

ing society is gender violence. This claim is sup-

ported by many statistical data, such as, for example,

the fact that, in Spain in 2015 the gender violence

rate was 1.3 per thousand women aged 14 or over,

increasing two percent more than the previous year1.

Similar data can be found for many other countries

so it is clear that today’s solutions to this problem

are not being effective.

This work proposes a set of mobile and web ap-

plications to help people who suffer this problem by

providing them prompt and proven information. In

order to reach this purpose, the mobile application

installed on the victim’s smartphone sends continu-

ously its position to the server so that the server can

check whether the set distance has not been broken.

If the set distance has not been respected, the system

uses fuzzy logic2 to determine if the warning is true

or false. This latter mechanism is helpful because it

is possible that the location system returns incorrect

values. If the fuzzy logic mechanism concludes that

the warning is true, the system will not only notify

the victim but also will send this information to the

chosen contact numbers and to the control centre.

Throughout the paper, these operation and function-

alities are described in more depth.

This work is structured as follows. Section 2

mentions several related works. Section 3 describes

the operations of the proposed Android and web ap-

plications. Section 4 explains the used technologies

and the architecture of the system, while Section 5

describes the used fuzzy-logic-based approach. Fi-

nally, a brief conclusion closes the paper.
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2. Related Works

In Europe, each country has its own initiatives to

tackle the serious problem of gender violence. For

example, in Germany, where approximately 100,000

women suffer gender violence3 nowadays, the Gov-

ernment has adopted two measures4. On the one

hand, they focused on prevention and legislation,

based on cooperation among institutions as well as

nationwide networking of assistance services. On

the other hand, the second Federal Government’s

action plan focused on deficiencies that had been

unveiled in a comprehensive study of health, well-

being and personal safety of women.

Other countries, like Portugal, France or Spain5,

decided to introduce a monitoring device that allows

controlling that the aggressor does not approach the

victim. This system consists in a system based on

a GPS monitoring device in the form of a bracelet

worn by the aggressor6 7, either on the wrist or an-

kle, and a device carried by the victim, which noti-

fies them and a police station in case the aggressor

has breached the set distance8.

According to its definition, this system pro-

vides up-to-date and permanent information on in-

cidents that affect compliance or non-compliance,

with measures or penalties, as well as possible in-

cidents, whether accidental or caused, in the oper-

ation of the monitoring elements, with three basic

consequences: to make effective a restricting order,

to document the possible breach of the measure of

restricting order, and to dissuade the aggressor.

Regarding the features of the system, the devices

carried by an aggressor can be only associated to

one victim, and it is recommended that the minimum

pre-set distance is 500 meters. This can be a disad-

vantage, since in small towns or villages, 500 meters

radius can be very easy to break as they can live rela-

tively close to each other so, as a consequence, false

alarms can arise that affect their day-to-day. In order

to overcome this problem, the system proposed here

combines different location systems and fuzzy logic

for more effective decision-making. In fact, the idea

of using fuzzy aggregation in trust models has been

proposed by several authors 9 10.

In addition, many victims refuse to use the cur-

rent system because they are forced to wear, in their

day-to-day life, a device that does not go unnoticed

as people around them become aware of the situa-

tion they are suffering.

This work aims not only at preventing unwanted

situations between victims and aggressors, but also

in conveying a sense of security to victims in their

everyday life, so that they can go outside without

being worried that their aggressors can appear sud-

denly. The proposed system is continuously check-

ing the distance between them. If it gets shorter and

it is determined by fuzzy logic that the alarm is real,

a danger notification is sent to the victim, the emer-

gency services and a list of contacts.

Due to the fact that most people have smart-

phones, we propose a mobile-based system in

charge of checking if the aggressor is close to the

victim. Thus, the cost of this system is lower than

that of other proposals11 12. Besides, victims do

not have to worry about carrying any other device.

With only the victim’s smartphone, and a Bluetooth

bracelet with GPS for the aggressor, we can have the

system running, since the data connection for send-

ing streaming video that exists today (4G) allows the

operation of the proposed system.

3. System Operation

In this section, the operations of the mobile applica-

tion and the web application are described.

3.1. Android Application

The proposed mobile application13 in the smart-

phones of the victims has two main features.

On the one hand, the use of Bluetooth Low En-

ergy (BLE) 14 and Global Positioning System (GPS)

allows detecting the presence of the aggressor. On

the other hand, the use of Long Term Evolution

(LTE)15 allows sending streaming of a real-time

video to the police.

The mobile application described in this work

has been developed for the Android operating sys-

tem, but it is possible to develop it for iOS and Win-

dows Phone. It uses different location systems to

check that the aggressor is not close to the victim. To

make this possible, the mobile application running

in the victim’s smartphone is continuously sending
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the victim’s position to the server, and the bracelet of

the aggressor is sending the aggressor’s location too.

When the server receives this information, it calcu-

lates the distance between victim and aggressor. If

the distance is close enough, it takes into considera-

tion a fuzzy logic approach to determine if the alarm

is really true, and in this case it notifies the control

centre and the victim.

In addition, BLE will also be making searches

from the mobile application. Therefore, victims will

be safe if they enter a closed space where no GPS-

based location system can function properly. Hence,

when the aggressor is detected near the victim, the

application can notify the victim with one of the fol-

lowing two notifications, which also include the vi-

bration and sound functionalities.

• Warning level (caution): The aggressor is detected

in the vicinity of the victim thanks to the calcu-

lation that the server has done through the posi-

tions of the victim and aggressor. In this case, the

victims will receive a push notification informing

them about the incident, as well as the control cen-

tre, so that they can contact the aggressor.

• High level (hazard): The server has detected that

the aggressor has exceeded the limit distance or

the BLE itself has detected it.

In the high level of hazard warning, besides no-

tifying the victim and the control centre, the appli-

cation will start a video recording that will be sent

in real time using 4G mobile or Wi-Fi technologies

to the receiver station of the police. If the victim

does not have her smartphone at hand, the audio of

the video can still be used by the control centre to

analyse the situation and proceed accordingly.

Regarding video recording and sending to the

server in live when the aggressor exceeds the limit

distance, victims are also able to activate it by only

pushing on a button. Thus, whenever they want to

notify an incident, they will be able to do so. In

addition, when the aggressor is detected via BLE,

the video recording starts automatically, without the

need for the mobile to be unlocked or the application

to be in the foreground. To allow this, libstreaming
library16 was modified to start a video recording on

Android without the need to have a video preview.

Another feature of the application, is that if the

Bluetooth is turned off on the device, a push notifi-

cation will notify the victim, as this will not allow

the application to function in short distances. This

means that the victim will not know in closed spaces

when there is not GPS coverage if the aggressor is

getting closer. Besides, this warning cannot be re-

moved from the Android notification until Bluetooth

is activated. Also, the application will notify it to the

control centre so that the police can contact the vic-

tim and warn her in case of danger. Likewise, we

have another similar notification for when the vic-

tim’s mobile device fails to obtain its location. Thus,

victims will be always informed.

Finally, to close the application, the Android

back button functionality has been modified so that

the application stays running in the background

while victims use the smartphone or block it. If vic-

tims wish to close the application, they will have to

do it from the menu, and accept a dialogue that in-

forms them that they will be in danger if the aggres-

sors are near because they will not be detected by the

application. As in the previous case, if the victim is

closing the application, before closing it, a notifica-

tion is send to the control centre.

3.2. Web Application

The web application17 is used by the control centre,

which is in charge of managing all the incidents sent

from the mobile applications of the victims. This

application is divided into three parts.

First, the Live tab is where all the videos that

are being sent from mobile applications are played.

Along with the videos, the police will be able to ac-

cess the victim’s contact information, their GPS po-

sition or the distance with the aggressor for instance.

If there is more than one live broadcast, the interface

is progressively adapted so that the police can see all

the content. Then, if they want to make special em-

phasis on one in particular, just with one click, they

have access to that particular content.

Second, a history of incidents is recorded with all

types of received notifications. Within these notifi-

cations are all the connections that have been made

with the control centre from the mobile application,

like low battery notifications, disabled Bluetooth or
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GPS, or when application has been closed either by

the application itself or because the mobile run out

of battery. Thus, the police can manage all the inci-

dents and contact the victims if necessary. In addi-

tion, if the web application detects that the aggressor

is close to the victim, it shows a notification to the

control centre, informing the police that the aggres-

sor is approaching the victim so that they can contact

and notify the aggressor. For that, the web applica-

tion performs the tasks of calculating distances be-

tween victim and aggressor. If the result of the dis-

tance is an estimated alarm, through a fuzzy logic

approach it is checked whether it is true or not.

Third, the control centre also registers all the de-

vices that have been used, thus keeping the date of

the last connection. To distinguish the devices stored

in the database, we use MAC address, with which

we also generate the video links where the control

centre has to access to obtain the video and play it.

In addition, we have decided to save the devices that

have been using the system so that we do not have

to send to the control centre the link of the video

every time the streaming video is sent from the mo-

bile application. In this way, the mobile application

only notifies that the video is available or not when

it starts sending it and when it ends, so that the web

application only has to enable or disable the link.

Finally, the web application has also a tab where

all the related information can be found. Thus, from

the control centre, the police will be able to monitor

locations of victims and aggressors, the alerts that

may have arisen, and also thanks to the streaming

video, they will also have the possibility to see or

hear what is happening of what has happened.

4. System Architecture

The used communication scheme shown in Fig. 1

is composed of the three elements: Smartphones,

Wowza Server and Web application. As can be seen

there, different flows of the system are differentiated

with colours.

First, yellow arrows indicate video streaming

sent from the victims’ mobile applications to the

server. These videos can be activated automatically

once the BLE detects the aggressor or if the victim

wants to notify something to the control centre. The

mobile starts sending streaming video to the Wowza

server while the mobile application also notifies the

web application that the video is being sent (blue ar-

row), so that it can connect to the Wowza server and

get the video to play it. Besides, with this notifica-

tion, the victim’s contact information (name, phone

number and location) is also sent so that the police

can get in touch if necessary. Finally, when the video

playback is finished, the application stops sending

the video to the Wowza server and notifies to the

web application that the transmission has ended.

Fig. 1. Communication scheme

Second, it is not only when the video is streamed

that the application notifies the server. There are also

two other circumstances in which notifications are

sent (blue arrow): on the one hand, when the phone

is running with low battery or it cannot get the cur-

rent position for a while. It is required to monitor

the victim’s device to have total control of the situa-

tions; and on the other hand, when the application is

to be closed on the mobile device or when the mobile

phone is turned off. To the previous notifications, it

has been also added the current position that is sent

periodically so that the server can calculate the dis-

tance between victim and aggressor.

Third, the red arrows indicate the notifications

sent from the web application to the mobile applica-
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tion in case the server detects the aggressor close to

the victim. Note that the distance for this notifica-

tion could be configurable in each case.

In addition, the protocols RTMP and RTSP,

which are responsible for establishing the connec-

tion and the reception of video through streaming re-

spectively, are used for sending the video in stream-

ing. In terms of security, both protocols are safe

since they use security mechanisms for Transport

Layer and within the protocol. Due to this the en-

cryption of the video, sent by streaming, is not nec-

essary since the protocols themselves take care of it.

5. Fuzzy-Based Location

Location systems that use only GPS can fail because

in some cases such as GPS initialization or GPS

synchronisation, it is possible that the system re-

turns incorrect values. Thus, making decisions only

based on GPS information is not recommended in

this application because that approach is susceptible

of many errors. This proposal analyses the received

pieces of information in order to determine whether

the received information is similar enough to get

the real position. Such decisions take into account

possible inaccuracies or approximations regarding

space and time data to define an event. Therefore,

our proposal for applying fuzzy logic is focused es-

pecially on the description of the decision criteria

of the user application position. In this section, the

operation of the fuzzy-logic-based approach to de-

termine the location is described in detail.

5.1. Deterministic Approach

The proper operation of this proposal is mainly

based on the location, for this reason, the location of

victims and aggressors is a fundamental parameter.

As we mentioned before, the system is based on two

measurements, GPS location and Google service in-

formation to determine proximity between them. As

we can see in Fig. 2, the algorithm has a series of IF-

ELSE IF conditions where it is checked if both lo-

cations are available. The proposal has into account

the values from greater to lesser precision and finally

picks the best option. In addition to the position

obtained with some of these systems, BLE will be

verified to detect the aggressor in the vicinity, thus

avoiding that the victims are unprotected if they are

inside an area without coverage (see Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Location algorithm

The location system operation works as follows:

First, the mobile app will try to use Google’s

highly accurate services to get the location (latitude

and longitude) of the victim. This positioning sys-

tem is most accurate one because it not only uses the

GPS but also the data and Wi-Fi signals that can be

found around. It system provides a low margin of

error in the location of the device.

Secondly, in case Google services are not avail-

able, the mobile application will attempt to obtain

the location of the victim using GPS.

As third option, we have the trilateration, which

is intended in case both Google services and GPS

cannot obtain a location, which could happen in

closed environments such as buildings. To obtain the

location through this mechanism, it will be needed to

obtain the signals from the coverage antennas clos-

est to the victim’s device. To do this, it is used a

series of libraries that Android provides. Once de-

tected the antennas closest to the victim, we proceed

to calculate, using the intensity of the signal and the

location of each of them, the location of the victim.

To obtain the location through the trilateration we

will need to detect at least three antennas to obtain

a reliable location. For the two other possible cases,

when two or one antenna is detected, we choose the

intermediate point between the two antennas or the

location of the antenna respectively.

Then, once the location of the victim is obtained,

it is sent it to the server so that together with the loca-

tion of the aggressor, it can calculate the distance to
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which they are. For this, we make use of the Haver-

sine’s formula, whose mathematical expression is

shown in Fig. 3, where:

• R: Earth’s radius.

• lat1 and lat2: Latitude of the coordinates of victim

and aggressor.

• long1 and long2: Longitude of the coordinates of

victim and aggressor.

Fig. 3. Haversine’s formula

Thus, once established the distance between vic-

tim and aggressor, the server will be forced to make

a decision depending on the results obtained. In case

the result is that the aggressor is close to the victim,

the server will use fuzzy logic to determine if it is

really a true alarm.

Also BLE will be checking, on the mobile appli-

cation, that the aggressor is not detected. For this,

we use the algorithm shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Detection algorithm using BLE

To do this, the signal strength between the two

devices is used so that if the aggressor’s bracelet is

not detected, it means that he is not in the closest

radius of the victim. Otherwise, if the aggressor’s

device is detected, the signal strength received by

the victim’s application is transformed into meters

by the mathematical formula:

10(PX−rssi)/(10∗d f ) (1)

where:

• px: Signal strength value between the two devices

at 1-meter distance (smartphone of the victim and

bracelet of the aggressor).

• rssi: Current signal intensity between the two de-

vices. Mobile application gets the signal intensity.

• df : Constant value computed from average.

The detection via BLE of the aggressor is deter-

ministic, since we only need to detect the signal of

the device to know that the alarm is true, so in this

case, the system does not use fuzzy logic to deter-

mine if the alarm is real.

Finally, note that if the aggressor were detected

with BLE, the danger level would be automatically

activated and, therefore, the streaming video would

automatically start and the application notifies the

victim, the contacts and to the control centre. This

is because BLE is a short-range technology, which

would mean that, in this case, the aggressor is al-

ready very close to the victim.

5.2. Fuzzy-Logic-Based Approach

In the process of initializing GPS or Google’s own

services of maximum precision, while trying to get

the exact location, the mobile application can return

erroneous location values. This can happen when

victims leave a place where they did not have cover-

age previously. That is why the localization system

cannot be deterministic, since then the system could

not control these cases. To avoid this false alarm,

we have decided to use fuzzy logic2, which will al-

low the web application to decide if the alarm is true

or not.

To do this, if the application detects a possible

alarm with a packet, the following ones packets will

be sent quickly from the devices to be able to com-

pare the initial packet with the following ones using

fuzzy logic and determine if it is really an alarm.

In this way, two linguistic variables18 are used

to compare the packets. These linguistic variables

are denoted as Space-Difference (SD) and Time-

Difference (TD). On the one hand, SD measures the

difference between the current distance between vic-

tim and aggressor, and the distance that triggered

the alarm. TD, for its part, measures the differ-

ence between the current time and the time indi-

cated for the received alarm. Fig. 5 shows the graph

where the values taken by the different membership

functions18 are represented.
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Fig. 5. Fuzzification functions of SD and TD

Both linguistic variables represent the influence

taking into account that the X coordinate represents

respectively SD in meters and TD in seconds, and

the Y coordinate is the probability corresponding to

the following linguistic terms:

• High: This linguistic term takes its maximum

probability value when SD and TD are between

values equal to or less than 10 meters or seconds.

We have established these values because we con-

sider that a packet within the time interval or with

such a close distance is a clear indication that the

alarm is real. From 10 meters or seconds, the

probability of this linguistic term will decrease.

• Medium: This gets its maximum probability when

SD or TD are equals to 55, increasing and decreas-

ing its probability before and after this value. This

linguistic term has been introduced between the

other two because that way the system achieves a

greater capacity of decision making.

• Low: It indicates that the possibility to confirm the

alarm is low, but it does not discard it. For this,

this linguistic term obtains its greater probability

to the 100 meters or seconds, since it is consid-

ered that, with a difference of so many seconds o

meters, the packet might not belong to the alarm.

Each linguistic term is described by a member-

ship function that associates the actual input value

of the influence factor with a degree of member-

ship corresponding to the linguistic term described

by the function. These membership functions18 are

as shown in Fig. 6. Thus, the output of the function

for an SD of about 30 meters will be classified at the

same time as HIGH and MEDIUM with a degree

of 0.56 and 0.44 respectively. The same is consid-

ered in TD in seconds, considering that in general

the same alarm can be detected for at least 10 sec-

onds and that from the second 100 could be a differ-

ent alarm.

Fig. 6. Membership functions

The next step after fusifying is the formulation

of specific rules to express the combination of influ-

ences. As an example, a possible simple structure of

such fuzzy logic rules would be as in Fig. 7, where

REAL ALARM is a linguistic variable defined by

two linguistic terms, YES and NO. These linguistic

terms are associated with their respective member-

ship functions, where the output will depend what

linguistic term has the maximum probability using

the max-membership defuzzification method.

Fig. 7. Fuzzy rules

There may be more than one value assignment

rule for the aggregation decision. In this case, the as-

signments to the aggregation decision are combined

by an implicit AND, so the probability correspond-

ing to the aggregation decision corresponds to the

minimum value between the SD and TD input prob-

abilities.

In an illustrative example, SD is 40 meters and

is fused as HIGH with degree 0,33 and as MEDIUM

with grade 0.67, and for the same pair of packets TD

is 60 seconds and it is fused as MEDIUM with grade

0.89 and as LOW with grade 0.11. The result will be

YES with grade 0.67 and NO with degree of 0.33.

Since YES has the highest probability, the package

would be added, because the system concludes that

the alarm is true. In Table 1, other possible cases are

evaluated. While rows 1 and 2 return that the alarm

is true, the output in the third row is false because of

there is a high SD in a short TD.
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Table 1. Example input cases with their outputs

INPUT SD INPUT TD FINAL OUTPUT

50 30 ALARM is TRUE

15 5 ALARM is TRUE

200 5 ALARM is FALSE

6. Conclusions

The measures taken till now to combat gender vio-

lence are not having the desired effect, as their use

has hardly been extended due to several drawbacks.

This work describes the implementation of a new

alert system to protect the people who suffer this

problem. The main goal of this work is to make

the victim feel safer because the proposed applica-

tion guarantees that if the offender gets close to the

victim, even if the set distance has not been broken

yet, the victim is warned so that protection measures

can be taken. If the set distance is broken and fuzzy

logic determines that the alarm is true, an automatic

streaming of a recording in real time is sent to the

police while a list of stored contacts are warned.

This is part of a work in progress where new im-

provements are being developed. For instance, inci-

dent information shown in the control centre is be-

ing organized so that the police in charge of carry-

ing out the task of monitoring the web application,

can focus better on this task. Besides, the mobile

application is being developed for the other mobile

operating systems iOS and Windows Phone, so that

the system can be accessible to all victims, indepen-

dently of the operating system of their smartphones.
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